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tilBad checks, book buy-back
Awiliscam nick bookstore $4,000

II

By Randy Paige
Staff Writer
University police are trying to recover more
received this semester
bad
checks
than $4,000 in
by the bookstore and cashier’s office, according
to investigator Edwin Anderson.
More than 40 checks, each valued at more
than $100, have been referred to university police
after notification arrived from local banks that
the checks were written on accounts containing
insufficient funds or were closed as long as two
years ago.
The majority of these bad checks were
written by foreign students, Anderson said. He
3dded that many of these students come from
!countries currently in a state of turmoil. This can
cause changes in government student funding
policy, delaying arrival of students’ money.
"Many students just don’t understand the

y

fact that writing a bad check for mer $100 is a
felony," Anderson said.
University police try to clear up the matter
before each case is sent to the district attorney’s
office, Anderson noted.
But if police cannot find the suspect or if the
suspect refuses to cooperate, the case is referred
to the district attorney’s office where a complaint is filed. The complaint is then given to a
judge who in turn will issue a felony warrant for
the student’s arrest.
Students who have written bad checks to pay
for registration fees will be disenrolled toward
the end of the semester, according to Jan Jessup
of the cashier’s office. These students will be
taken off enrollment records and their work in
classes this semester will not count.
"It’s as if they never were here," Jessup
said. Disenrollment action cannot be reversed,

she added.
Any other bad checks written at SJSU will
prompt a hold on the student’s records. This hold
is put into effect seven days after the check is
returned from the bank, Jessup noted.
Anderson said some of the students writing
bad checks have developed a "scam" to obtain
cash. The student buys a large number of books
at the bookstore and pays for the expenditure by
check.
The student then goes downstairs and asks
for a refund on the purchase. The refund is given
after the student produces a receipt.
Since the only forms of identification needed
to write a check for more than $100 are a student
idenfication card and one othe form of ID,
students writing bad checks are taking advantage of the lenient check writing policy at
SJSU. Anderson said.

SSJSU budget cut $363,000
as part of CSUC reduction
By Julie Pitta
Staff Writer
SJSU will lose approximately
$363,000 as part of the $5 million
reduction in the California State
University and Colleges budget for
1981-82.
The cut was ordered by CSUC
Chancellor Glenn Dumke to cope
with the 2 percent, $20 million
budget cut imposed by Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
Monetary values of other
measures ordered by the Chancellor
to comply with the $20 million cut
111 are:
- $325,000 in a continuation of the

hiring and purchasing freeze imposed by the Chancellor last month.
It was designed to halt expenditures
until decisions on where to cut could
be made. Supervision of the freeze
will be given to university
presidents.
- $675,000 in cuts of system-wide
programs such as the CSUC utility
conservation program, the writing
skills workshop, and the library
development program.
- $14 million in revenue from a $46
student fee increase in spring 1982.
SJSU Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns said no decisions have
been reached on where the $363,000
cut will be made.

University adminstrators will
work on meeting the reduction in the
next two weeks, he said.
Burns represented SJSU on the
16-member task force formed by the
Chancellor to review the 1981-82
CSUC budget and make recommendations on compliance with the
$20 million cut.
The $46 student fee increase,
which makes up most of the $20
million reduction, he said, was a
necessity.
"I’m sorry the $46 student fee
increase had to be made, but I
couldn’t see any alternative," Burns
said.

Two-week retiling project
slows indoor student traffic

t

By Kathy Chin
Staff Writer
Students who have classes in Dudley Moorhead
Hall will have to put up with the oily smell of tar and
indoor traffic jams as Plant Operations personnel
retile 10 stair landings.
The $4,500 project will take up two weeks to
complete, estimated supervisor John Paride.
As workers rip up the floor tile and poor On coats of
tar, half of each landing is roped off so students can
walk on the other side. Five landings are located on
each side of Dudley Moorhead.
Workers began with the top landing on the third
floor.
Paride said the tiling will be slowed slightly
because classes are in session.
"We could do it all at once, but we can only do half

at a time," he said. .
"The students have been real cooperative," added
Don Hochleutner, one of the workers.
"It’s the first time the building landings have been
retiled since Dudley Moorhead was constructed approximately 26 years ago, explained the supervisor.
The tile torn up from the floor will be salvaged and
used when other buildings need replacements.
Plant Operation’s crewmen Paul Vierra, Nick
Carboni and Don Hochleutner will be working on the
tile project each day from 7:30 a.m. until 4 p.m. They
did not complain of the smell.
"You just get used to it," Vierra said.
"I didn’t like the smell," said SJSU computer
science major Cheryl Pierce. "It made me dizzy. I
think they should do it after class. I had a class in here
and everyone was complaining."

Odds are that neither Nick Gilman (right) nor Paul Kofman (left) have ever had to pick sand from
between their teeth at the beach. Both were first place winners in Saturday’s first ever "Mr. and Ms.
SJSU Body Building Contest," held at Morris Dailey Auditorium

Contestants flex, shimmer
for SJSU bodybuilding title

Intense concentration does the trick in tile cutting. as Don Hochleutner of Plant Operations
demonstrates. Hochleutner, one of a crew of 10 assigned to retile the stair landing in Dudley
Moorhead Hall, cuts a small strip to fit a tight spot at the top of a staircase The project includes
10 landings and will cost S4.500

By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
It almost seemed like a day at the beach. Oil was
everywhere as dark, muscular men in trunks and women
in two-piece suits reflected the spotlights.
It was the heat of competition and instead of attracting the hot rays of the sun, these men and women
gathered stares and screams of approval from the
audience during the first Mr. and Ms. SJSU Bodybuiliiine
Contest Saturday.
The contest was sponsored by the SJSU Physical
Fitness Club.
It all began at the 10:30 a.m. pre-judging where approximately. 20 scantily-clad contestant had to pose on
stage in the chilly Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The audience of 60 moved around anxiously in their
seats to warm themselves. The judges, lined up in front of
the stage, had already determined what the criteria for
judging would be.
Scott Wilson, head instructor at Gold’s Gym and
current Mr. International, decided the three main factors
he would look for in the men were "balance of the whole
physique, i muscle I definition and size."
Determining the criteria for the women was Jackie
Shepard. an SJSU industrial arts major who has won
three titles, the most recent being Ms. North Bay.
Shepard, who was also the guest poser said she’d look

for "synieti) first.- lean muscle mass and a relatively
large size.
"Size is nice," Shepard said, adding that she didn’t
want someone who’s "anorexic."
Shepard also said she was somewhat disappointed
that out of 15 women contestants only three showed up.
But there was no disappointment in the crowd of
approximately 400 persons that night, many clad in sweat
suits, who waited patiently for the contest to start as the
music blared from the speakers on stage.
Before the contest began most of the bodybuilders
waiting backstage were either nervous or excited.
Behind the curtains the three women, who would be on
stage first, were "pumping up" in order to get blood
running up to their skin.
Under the spotlights the three appeared, and then
posed separately to music.
Miriam Roberts, an administration of justice major,
said appearing on stage is like a "high."
"You forget everything," Roberts said.
Barbara Zanetta, a human performance major, said
she felt comfortable on stage as she posed to the Beatles’
’I.et It Be."
The slowness and ’smoothness of her posing routine
enabled Zanetta to become Ms. SJSU while also receiving
a trophy for the best overall woman poser.
see ft0TIVRUILDING page 3
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Torn Between Two Women

The full-time mother Is quickly becoming an extinct species. With
over 50 percent of the nation’s mothers in the work force, more and more
women who enter the job market maintain that they can be successful in
both roles.
For those who are single and in college, this issue is crucial. They will
have to decide sooner or later whether or not they will work after they are
married and bear children. The sooner they decide, the better.
If a woman wants to be there to meet her children’s needs, if she
believes that raising a family is her number one priority, and if she
desires to cultivate personal relationships with her children, then she
would have more of an opportunity to do so by spending time with them at
home.
A mother who stays at home is not necessarily better than one who
works. Women who work do not love their children any less than those

It’s called 046 "Superwoman Squeeze," a catchy term for a noncontagious malady that strikes women who have taken on the dual
responsibilities of career and motherhood.
The most debilitating result for women, their children and society is
guilt. Women feel guilty about not spending enough time at home or
developing a deep relationship with their child, and they fell guilty about
striving toward career success.
The women who have stayed in the home feel guilty for not pursuing
every option presented to them, while women who work feel guilty for
doing so.
Women are being pulled in both directions by society.
Traditional women feel the pressure of not emulating the depicted
"successful modern woman" by embracing every new opportunity
championed and created by "liberation."
Women who have chosen freely, or been forced through economic

Working mother
or housewife?
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By Kathy Chin
Staff Writer

who remain in the home.
Full-time mothers have the opportunity to nurture their children by
spending quality time with them and they have day-to-day activities
available to teach simple things such as how to tie a shoe or how to count
to 10.
Working mothers argue that what is really vital is spending quality
time, not quantity. Women’s magazines emphasize the importance af
setting specific time aside each night, just for the kids.
This is great if you want to work with robots - not human beings.
Children cannot respond automatically. Women cannot say that they art’
spending quality time with their kids just by reading a story here and
there while they are still tied up with the pressures of the day. Quality
time is more than fulfilling the duties of mothering, so that any traces of
guilt may be alleviated.
One teacher realized that she could not be successful as mother and
career woman. During the evenings when she was building block castles
with her young daughter, in her mind she was planning the English lesson
for the naxt day. While she read bedtime stories to her son, she was so
tired that she felt like drifting off to sleep herself.
By the time a working mother gets home and unwinds from the day’s
accumulated stress, it’s time for the kiddies to go to sleep.
And the next day, there is no room for tardiness as mom had to wake
the kids at 6:30 a.m., to dress them, feed them, and haul them off to the
daycare center or the babysitter’s house so she can get to work by 8 a.m.
The working mother determines the time she is ready to give to her
child. But where is she when he falls down, when he cries, when he smiles
or when he laughs. She is at work, and it is the babysitter, the surrogate
mother, who meets his needs during those moments.
A dean of Georgetown University has stopped working because she
feels that she needs to be with her son. "My life as a mother with a career
has convinced me it is true - you can’t really have it all," she wrote ii
the Washington Monthly.
Along with sacrificing time to the children, a woman is receivine
priceless memories that she can treasure for a lifetime. Jobs will always
be out there, but a child will not always be a child. Once a mother misses
out on those slices of life, that’s it.
Less than two years ago, a family friend lost her son in a car accident. He was only a year old. The mother had been ’working so
feverishly that she did not spend enough time to get to know her baby. Not
only does she have limited snatches of events to remember her child by.
she will never have the opportunity to make up for the time lost in the
future.
Twenty years from now, what is left for children of working mothers
to remember? Will mother be remembered as a distracting blur who
repeatedly waved her hand saying, "Not now, I’m busy?"
Psychologists will always argue as to what degree working mothers
affect the lives of their families.
Family Health Magazine quoted psychlogist Aase Gurda Kard as
saying, The child develops best and most harmoniously when the
mother is happy and gay. For some women, it is best to go to work: for
.ithers, it is best for them to stay at home."
However, a survey conducted by psychologist Elaine Thomopoulos
found that over half of the working mothers polled were more tired than
mothers who stayed at home. How can a child develop his best if his
mother is tired and her mind is constantly divided?
U.S. News and World Report (Nov. 27, 19781 consulted Behavioral
Economist Cohen Heffman who said, "One-earner families with children

Society has placed a stigma upon
the role of a housewife
appear to be the most stable of all
It may be harder for women who have yet to earn their college
degrees to support such a position. They may feel that if they do not
pursue a professional career, the degree will have been wasted.
College is more than a stepping stone to a job: it is a place and a time
where new insights can be gained and where students can gain exposure
to different subjects.
The woman who decides to stay at home after bearing children is no
less intelligent, ambitious, or talented than the working woman who
wants to further her career. The full-time mother is a person who has
decided to focus on her private other than her professional life.
Women who have degrees can delay marriaee so they can concenirate on their careers and not feel burdened by other responsibilities.
They can also re-enter the job market after their children are older.
Researchers contend that the behavior of children of workine
mothers and full-time mothers is no different, and that as long Os a child
is s. ’cure and happy then the employed woman need not feel any remorse.
Yet, Thomopoulos found that the working mothers surveyed "still
worry that they are not the kind of parents they would like lobe."
Working mothers are less satisfied with the job they are don.! as
mothers.- she wrote.
Society has placed a stigma on the role of a housewife. She is pictured
as someone who is dull, unintelligent, and unaware of the real world.
On the flipside the working woman has it all. Magazine covers ilrl.
splashed with the stereotyes of the successful woman who is bursting cc iii,
bucks, looks, and all the know-how imaginable.
James D. Wright, researcher at the University of Massachusetts
noted that the unhappy homemaker myth has been exaggerated. In be,
studies he concluded "there is not distinction in satisfaction between
women at home or on the job. Both are just as happy."
Many women can obtain jobs and do well as perceived by their .41i ployers. But job positions come and go. The position of mothers does rat.
Women professionals are valued because they are assets the ’lappany. However, once the working woman slips up. she can be fired.
Business is an impersonal world. Employers usually care for their employees for a reason. If the worker ever got laid off, chances are that the
employer would stop caring.
Even the worst mother who ignores her family is still valued. She is
still loved. She is still wanted.
In the long run those who really -matter are the people who love c gut
tlie most. know you the best, and value your presence as irreplaeabl. your family. Opting for occupation of full-time mother over career
woman is not a sacrafice-it IS a privilege.
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By Carol Peterson
Staff Writer

necessity, to work are made to feel they are damaging the important
emotional bond between parent and child. By returning to work and
leaving the infant in some "strangers" care, these women are selfishly
hurting their children critics say.
All of this guilt, both for working and non-working mothers, is deeper
than the apparent choice to stay at home or return to work. It is linked to
the manner which women perceive themselves and their roles in society,
both old and new.
"Women define the ethical person as someone who helps other
people, takes pains to see they won’t be hurt and is willing to sacrifice
herself to accomplish these aims," said Dr. Matti Gershenfeld. director
of the Couples Learning Center in Pennsylvania.
A woman determines her success as a mother, wife or friend by
judging herself and her actions against how another person feels, says
Gershenfeld.
’As a result, women are especially vulnerable to others’ expectations
and are easily wounded by disapproval, whether real or imagi led,
deserved or unwarranted," she explains in the article.
Women working and at home have been caught in the same trap.
Often the trap is of their own making. Women allow society as a collective
institution to define what is responsible behavior and what the appropriate priorities ought to be.
Having multiple opportunities has come to many women to mean
doing it all, and doing it without a hitch.
Women have taken on new responsibilities without redefining the
committment levels they expect of themselves in the old roles.
Somehow women have convinced themselves that they should be able
to do it all for everyone.
Many women can and do combine work and parenting - and do it
successfully. By confronting old roles and making changes in expettations within themselves and among other members of the family
unit, they and their children have healthier expectations for themselves
and each other.
Procreation is a joint effort and parenting responsibilites should be
’shared more equitably. As women move into higher wage earning
brackets and more highly-pocsered positions, the need to share duties will

.

We are all products of our own
multi-faceted value structure
increase. Because of economics, female’s income is no longer disposable
after children are born.
A woman who opts for motherhood does not necessarily need to
remove herself from the work force for the early years of her childs life.
Child psychologists have yet to conclusively provide an answer to the
complex ’to-work-or-not-to work’ question by demonstrating a child’s
need, or desires, for full-time nurturing.
It is not argued, however, that young children do need an adult
present, at least nearby, to provide food, care and physical contact.
Research has concluded most primary values are formed before the
age of three. This has been the strongest argument for those advocating
women remain in the home with their children during the formative
years.
There has been no strong evidence to show, however, that the values,
attitudes and skills developed in early childhood are any better or more
valuable to the child when taught by the parent or by someone else with
whom the child has a continuing relationship.
Statistics show that the mother who works is highly educated and has
completed college. Of women between 25 and 34, the prime child-bearing
years, 62 percent are employed. Of these women, 41 percent had children
under three years of age, according to a 1979 study.
These women are intelligent and capable, both in the home and at
work. Motherhood was chosen willingly, most often after extensive
evaluation of themselves, their careers and their relationships.
These women who opt for returning to work do so after locating
someone to care for the child. The person is chosen because the parents
feel that person will most closely emulate their own values and concerns.
These families can also afford to pay for trained child care in the
home or a day care center. Most child care professionals today are
licensed and have received training in child development.
A woman who has built a career in a field other than child psychology
or development,’ although she may acquire an interest along with
motherhood, is not always the better teacher.
Many women haven’t the patience to stay with a young child for long
periods or to live in the world of a three-year-old.
These women are not aberrant, only human. Women, too, exhibit a
wide range of feelings and personality traits. Some simply do not see
themselves principally as mothers. Nor are, or do they need to be, extremely maternal or nurturing to be good parents. These women still
have much love to give to their children and have a deep committrnent to
them and their well being. Perhaps it’s enough to know that giving them
the best they can is to provide for another person to be there during the
workday.
Many parents worry that a child’s early foundation of attitudes will
not reflect their own if another adults spends long hours with them. These
parents need to be reminded that a child is not a mirror image of the
parent, nor should they expect them to be.
We are all products of our own multi-faceted value structure, complete with inherent biases. To give your child the insights and wisdoms of
another caring, reponsible adult does not seem negative. Indeed, the
child who gains a variety of adult perceptions into the world is more likely
to develop a larger, more tolerant view of it.
Both decisions - to work or not to work - are no less valid, or
valuable.
Women are dividing themselves on an issue they should be standing
together on. Women are, afterall, the only sex to bear children.
It would be better to recognize the realities of economics and
statistics, especially divorce statistics, when aligning ourselves in opposite camps - rather than supporting what should be an independent
and very individual decision made by each woman.
There should be no recrimination for that decision, especially from
other women. Women of all ages need to strive toward supporting
the
freedom and the right to choose what best fulfills their needs without
guilt.
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BODYBUILDING
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continued from page 1
in my life. I feel like jumping up and down "
Zanetta, who has been bodybuilding for one year,
Kofman said he wasn’t too nervous and was glad he
described winning as "great."
had some friends in the audience.
"I’m speechless," he said. "I want to thank everyone
But the crowd wanted more, so the six male lightweight class contestants began their posing.
at the San Jose Health Club.
Nick Gilman, an administration of justice major, took
"I really didn’t think I would win," he added. "Here!
the prize in the lightweight class, while also receiving the come, a newcomer, and! do OK."
best response from the audience in his class.
Greg Jones, a geology major who posed in the midGilman, who posed to Foreigner’s "Waiting For a Girl dleweight class, was named best overall poser.
The crowd then dispersed into the night, the
Like You," has been bodybuilding four years. He started
preparing six weeks ago for this contest.
backstage staff began taking the platform apart and the
Posing onstage, Gilman said he "felt great. . . I was bodybuilders present enjoyed their night of bliss before
returning, once again, to that constant companion the
real nervous. I never posed in public before."
The winner of best poser for the lightweight class was barbell.
Julian Guillermo, a math major.
As a break between the lightweight and middleweight
classes, James Brewster Thompson, the contest an"Fine Suhmarine Sandwiches Since 1968"
nouncer, provided a jump rope exhibition that included
karate kicks and jumping rope with another man on his
shoulders.
When the five men in the middleweight class finally
came onto the stage the audience was practically in ecstasy.
Paul Kofman, an administration of justice major, won
the trophy in his class, posing to Electric Light Orchestra’s "Do Ya."
Kofman, who has been weightlifting for seven years,
Mon -Sat 10 30-10 00
William St
8th
started preparing for the contest a couple of months ago.
297-1132
Sundays 11:00-10:00
He said he was encouraged by friends to enter.
"It teaches you a lot about humility and a lot about
hunger," Kofman said, who has been living on a diet of
tuna and chicken.
Not to be outdone, the five heavyweight class contestants came out to flex on stage.
Sneak a Peek and Keep
The winner in this class was Michael Bryant, an inthe special pull-out
dustrial management major. Bryant came on stage with a
definite air of confidence, going into his posing routine to
Employment Section in
the tune of "Bustin’ Out" by Rick James.
Today’s Spartan Dail!
The audience was about ready to bust out with him.
Bryant, who has been bodybuilding for four years,
Temporary
& Permanent Jobs!
said he was "too tired" to be nervous although once on
stage he got "fired up."
"I didn’t think I’d win," Bryant said.
Now the audience was ready to find out which winner
of each class would become Mr. SJSU. After Gilman,
Kofman and Bryant posed, the winner was announced:
Paul Kofman.
Kofinan’s excitement matched that of the audience as
he kissed his trophy.
November 10th Tiiesda%
"I feel great," Kofman said. "I’ve never been happier

Music of India

Photo by Inn*, Md

Warming up for the competition in the first SJSU bodybuilding contest are Greg Jones (left) and
PniI Kof man. Jones won best overall poser and second place in the middle weight division. Kofman
Mr San Jose State Body Builder and first in the middleweight division.
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’The Artful Dodger’ to appear Dec. 2

Students to publish magazine
Wally Rauven on Mondays from 2:30 to 5:15
p.m. Emphasis of the class is on copy editing
and magazine page layout, Rae said.
Publishing the magazine comes in addition to fulfilling other class assignments,
Rae said.
"We also research magazine ideas, study
design and work at reorganizing stories," she
explained.
Of the approximately 20 people taking the
class, seven are on the "Artful Dodger" staff;
the remaining students will submit stories,
Rae said.
Half of the magazine’s articles will be
submitted by students of the two magazine
writing classes.
The magazine will be funded through
advertising, said Marge Yemoto, one of four
Spartan Daily advertising staff members who
will handle "The Artful Dodger" account.
Managing the advertising will be Brenda
Bennett, with Janet Conley and Alice Phillips

By Janet Weeks
Staff Writer
Many times struggling freelance
magazine writers make more money selling
their rejection slips as wallpaper than they do
selling their stories.
But students of Journalism 172, a
magazine editing and design class, will not
only see their stories and photos in print, they
will be publishing the magazine as well.
The magazine, to be called, "The Artful
Dodger," will appear as a supplement to the
Spartan Daily on Dec. 2.
According to Jackie Rae, editor of "The
Artful Dodger," the magazine will focus on
"creative techniques for student survival."
"It’s about doing things inexpensively but
creatively. We’ll have articles on buying
clothes, time management, taking vacations,
studying and fixing up dorm rooms," she
said.
Magazine Editing and Design is taught by

rounding out the magazine’s ad staff.
"This is not the first magazine to appear
on campus, but it’s the first in a long time,"
said Advertising Professor Clyde Lawrence.
The magazine editing class has produced
magazines in the past under the names of
Now, Eclipse and others, he said.
Years ago, a magazine called "Sparta
Life," circulated throughout SJSU. But,
"because the advertisers didn’t like what was
being printed they started dropping out like
flies," Lawrence explained.
"It was around the Vietnam era, and
some pretty raw stuff was being printed, even
for today," he said.
In addition to Rae, the other "Artful
Dodger" staff members include Angie
Cardosa, photo editor; associate editors Chris
Flynn, Paul Lloret and John Guarino; art
director Judy Butzbach and managing editor
Lori Castor.
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Campus police Robinson schedules
sponsor Crime forum on REC center
Awareness Day
The Administration of
Justice Club is sponsoring
today’s Crime Awareness
Day, to be held from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in front of the
Stadent Union.
University police officers Terry Edel and Alex
Uourov will answer
questions and distribute

Correction
yesterday’s
In
issue, the Daily incorrectly reported that
the projectionist fell
the
during
asleep
screening of SJSU’s
Flicks’
Friday
Halloween show.
According to Glen
Fiance, film series night
supervisor, a projectionist fell asleep during
a Wednesday Cinema
screening of "Excalibur."

pamphlets
concerning
crime prevention at a table
set up near the entrance of
the bookstore.
There will also be a
slide presentation on how
to prevent rape and
burglary, according to
Edel.
The slide presentation
will be set up on a small
screen located at the table.
It may be seen throughout
the day.
If there are any
questions concerning the
events scheduled or
on
crime
questions
prevention topics, students
are urged to telephone Gus
Robinson Jr. at 287-4070,
Melody Pascual at 923-4990
or Terry Edel at 277-2056

A.S President Tony Robinson will
answer questions about the proposed
Recreation and Events Center at
tomorrow’s S.U. Forum, a program set up
to enable students to ask questions of
selected speakers.
Robinson will be joined by Robert
Bronzan, a former SJSU athletic director
who has been hired as a consultant on the
center. The two will begin to answer
questions at 12:30 p.m. on the S.U. Upper
Pad.
The show will be taped live, then
rebroadcast over KSJS FM-90.7 at 2:30
p.m.
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S.U. Forum was started in 1979 by the
Student Union staff, Hermann said. The
Robinson/Bronzan forum is the second one
this semester.

THE
FRESIIMAN
RECORD
Is
HERE

11 ’kt

87 Valley Fair Center
365 San Antonio Road
Sari Jose. Calif 95128 MI View Calif 94040

The purpose of the program, according to Judy Hermann, S.U. informational services coordinator, is to
give students the opportunity to present
questions and share ideas.
"The Student Union is a place where
there should be discussion," Hermann
said. "It is a traditional thing. Students
should be able to share ideas and the
forum is an appropriate way (to do this)."
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Early goals propel Lady Spartans to win
By Mark J. Tennis
Staff Writer
Thanks to an explosion the SJSU field hockey team
has now clinched an NCAA play-off berth.
The explosion came in the form of two goals by the
Lady Spartans in the first five minutes of their game
Saturday morning against Stanford.
Stanford could not recover from those two early
bombs and fell to SJSU, 2-1.
The victory clinched the NorCal conference title for
the Lady Spartans and secured an NCAA play-off spot.
The Lady Spartans, who completed their conference
schedule at 5-0 and upped their season record to 9-2-3, will
open the NCAA play-offs Saturday with a game against
Long Beach State in Long Beach.
SJSU has been seeded fifth in the national play-offs
while Long Beach State has been seeded fourth. The four
other teams in the tournament are the University of
Connecticut, the University of Massachusetts, Old
Dominion and Purdue. Massachusetts has been awarded
the top seed.
The two early goals were scored by Grace Donatelli
and Bridget Ward. Donatelli’s score came after only 50
seconds had elapsed in the game.
"I was pretty lucky," said Donatelli of her score
which was set up on a short corner shot by Sue Minkema.
"Minkema pushed the ball too slow on the play, so I
pushed it to the side and scored."
On usual corner situations, the ball is set by one
player while another player takes the shot. It is similar to
a holder and placekicker on a football team.
Four minutes later the Lady Spartans struck again
when Ward scored off a rebound from the Cardinal
goalie’s pads.
Stanford’s lone score happened 10 minutes into the
second half when Patsy Huntington, one of the nation’s SJSU field hockey player Sue Minkema (right)
leading scorers, took a pass from Terri Boyle and scooted attempts to block a shot by a Stanford player in
a shot past Sprtan goalkeeper Casey McClung.
the Lady Spartans 2-1 win which clinched the
McClung and the rest of the Lady Spartan defense
wouldn’t give the Lady Cardinals any other chances,
Walter said good play on Stanford’s part accounted
however, and SJSU claimed the victory 25 minutes later.
for the Cardinals comeback, but Donatelli attributed their
Spartan
Lady
going,"
"It’s too bad we didn’t keep
comeback tea letdown on the Lady Spartans side.
coach Leta Walter said. "We were hanging on to dear life
"We let down after the second one," Donatelli said,
at the end."

"We did quite well against Patsy," Walter said. "We
kept the game flowing and that helped."
"We didn’t mark her out too much," Donatelli added,
"just good enough to do the job."
With the win, the Lady Spartans also retained "The
Hammer," a symbol exchanged between the SJSUStanford teams following each yearly game. SJSU has
had the hammer since 1976.
The Lady Spartans could probably use the hammer in
their play-off encounter next week in Long Beach against
the 49ers .
"Everybody said last year was our year," Donatelli
said. "Without four top players due to injuries, we really
want to prove ourselves in the play-offs."

Everything you ever wanted to
know about SJSU instructors is
on sale. But the information is
priceless.
The Tower List is only
$4.95 (Reg. $5.95)

Offer good Nov. 9 -- Nov. 20.

Photo iv Mont (1 p$1.$

NorCal conference title and put the Lady
Spartans into the NCAA playoffs.
"but we did play our game most of the time."
Except for the one score, the Spartans contained
Stanford’s Huntington most of the game.

Lady Spartan six
split weekend games
By Michael Liedtke
Staff Writer
During the lady
eventful
Spartans’
weekend, there was good
news and bad news.
Good news: SJSU’s
volleyball team played "as
well as it ever has" Friday
night at Long Beach State,
according to head coach
Dick Montgomery.
Bad news: The team
still lost the match, 10-15,
15-13,14-16,9-15.
Good news: SJSU
snapped a four-match
losing streak with a 15-7,153, 15-10 triumph over UCIrvine Saturday night.
Bad news: The lady
Spartans may be starting
to jell as a team, but the
season is almost over. Only
four matches remain in the
season and the 11-15 Lady
Spartans have no hope of
qualifying for the NCAA
play-offs.
"An the things we have
been trying to teach are
falling into place," Montgomery said. "We are
starting to see fewer
weaknesses and more
strengths. But the sad part
is that we had to wait so
long for it to happen."
Even though they
won’t attain either of their
pre-season goals - making the play-offs and
finishing the season ranked
in the NCAA’s Top 20 they can still salvage
some respectability by
winding up with a .500
record. If SJSU wins its
last four matches, the team
will accomplish that
modest feat.
SJSU will begin that
task tonight in the Men’s
Gym at 7:30 when the Lady
Spartans combat Northern
California Athletic Conference foe, Fresno State.
Even though the team
generall played well
against Long Beach State,

For the
\THRILL
of it!

"Irac

D

Montgomery was still
slightly frustrated by the
Lady Spartans’ loss to
Long Beach State.
"I would like to have
beaten Long Beach State,"
he said. "I felt we were the
better team."
That opinion was
shared by several other
spectators at the match,
according to Montgomery.
Both Long Beach
State’s associate athletic
director and a high school
recruit attending the
match as a guest of SJSU
told Montgomery that the
Lady Spartans were the
superior squad even though
they were defeated.
But Long Beach State
was more motivated than
their opponents. They Lady
49ers desperately wanted
t
Photo by awe F$
to avenge a heartbreaking Jan Harman
(1) and Kim Kayser block a ball at the net in last week’s match
loss to the Lady Spartans
with Pacific. SJSU split two games over the weekend.
earlier this season.
"They wanted the win
very badly," Montgomery
said.
The third game was
The U.S. Supreme Court yesterday’ December 1980, citing financial difpivotal in determining the
refused to hear the lawsuit SJSU filed ficulties.
outcome of the match.
against West Virginia University
The Court, in an 8-1 decision,
SJSU led that game 14because of WVU’s cancellation of a refused to invoke the original
13 and had a chance to win
contract for home-and-home football jurisdiction clause in the Constitution
to
do
failed
but
games.
that allows it to hear suits between two
so.
The contract called for the states, according to the Associated
"We lost it mentally
Mountaineers to play SJSU in Spartan Press.
after we lost that game,"
Stadium on Oct. 31 of this year and on
More details in tomorrow’s Spartan
Montgomery said.
Oct. 30, 1982, in Morgantown.
Daily.
Middle hitters Jan
WVT1 f..anceled the contract _ in
Harman and Jodi Breding,
who have been inconsistent
most of the season, were
brilliant in defeat Friday.
"Jodi and Jan played
WAIKIKI. OAHU
$466
as well as I have ever seen
Jan 5.12
them play," Montgomery
said. "During the middle of
the match, Jodi was just ’Round trip airfare via United Airlines
complete w hot meal service ft OM IF
awesome. She kept us in "1 Nights Lodging, 8 days
the match."
Trip
Transfers
’Round
between the airport and you, horn1
SJSU had very little ’Continental Breakfast and Briefing first morning on the
island
trouble disposing with UC- ’lodging Located Minutes Irons Beach & Meant of Entertainment
District
Irvine Saturday night.
"Irvine’s a young
ONLY 29 OPENINGS LEFT
team, but a good team,"
For farther info- call Michael Leonard’ (401) 295-9564
said.
Montgomery
Non refundable 1100 Deposit due November 12t1,
"Everybody played well
balance of S366 due by November 25t1,
for us."
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sports
Bernardi, Moore shine in win over Fullerton
By Mark J. Tennis
Staff Writer
A game-winning goal by Giulio Bernardi and the
return of goalie Ryan Moore sparked SJSU’s soccer team
to a 2-1 overtime win over Fullerton State Friday at
Spartan Stadium to keep the Spartan’s play-off hopes very
much alive.
Bernardi’s goal occurred with only three minutes
gone in the first overtime period when he stole the ball
from a Titan defender, made a move around two others
and rifled the ball into the middle of the net.
The Spartans effectively contained the Titans in the
second overtime to claim the victory.
SJSU pushed its season total to 13-3-1 with the win.
Fullerton State fell to 11-6.
The goalie had no chance," Bernardi said of his
game-winning play. "I played back and I took the ball
from their fullback. I then went around two of their
defenders and took my shot."
The goal gave Bernardi a total of 18 so far this season
The senior forward also has 29 career assists and is tied
for first on the all-time list.

Obviously, Bernardi wasn’t concerned about not
breaking the assist record after the game.
"I felt great. Our defense was solid. I hope we can
keep it up."
Bernardi also scored the Spartans first goal on a
penalty kick only three minutes into the match.
Sergio Cardoso set up the penalty kick when he was
tackled by the Titan’s goalie in the penalty area. Cardoso
has been having trouble on converting penalty kicks on
two occasions this year, so Bernardi was given the opportunity.
Fullerton State tied the score seven minutes into the
second half when the Titans’ Torhab Shadebi was tackled
in the penalty area by the Spartans’ Nick Constantine.
Ernesto Figueroa converted on a shot past SJSU’s goalie
Ryan Moore.
Moore was spectacular in his return to the Spartan
lineup, however. In the game’s last five minutes of

regulation play, Moore made three saves including a
possible game-saver. With seconds left he reached up and
swatted away a dangerous crossing pass in front of the
Spartan goal.
Moore was injured three weeks ago when he
separated his shoulder in a win over Cal-Poly San Luis
Obispo. He was replaced by Jeff Dahlgren.
"I was missing being in there so bad," Moore said. "It
felt great in there and I felt no pain at all."
Spartan coach Julie Menendez was also definitely
pleased with Moore’s return.
"Ryan made no mistakes out there." Menendez said.
"He played very well."
Menendez also said his defensive strategy against the
Titans worked well.

"We wanted to contain them man for man which we
were able to do."
The end of the game had one low point when Spartan
reserve Mike Thomas went down in a heap on the last
sequence of the game, separating his shoulder in the
process. He will probably miss the remainder of the
season.
The Spartans will close their regular season schedule
this week with a game Wednesday at Santa Clara and a
game Saturday in Berkeley against the Cal Bears.
Two wins in those games could give the Spartans an
NCAA play-off berth. A loss in either could be disastrous
to those hopes.
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San Jose Ask for Lori at 781

TYPING
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yrs
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experience typing and editing

TRAVEL
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STUDENT
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Amsterdam
Hong
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Germany

...Transmission fluid add
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formats) Call Marcia at 166

EXPERT

Evenings

Sherri
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STUDENTS who want to earn
TOP
PAY
easy
money

Outside

beautiful
Complete

Pets $HO
Open
Liberated Lifestyle, Most Be
Super
Neal
1760116 ask for
Pr ivac yNo

WANTED

mandril aosi

Take
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Care Of vOur mOuth and teeth
Nowi).
Enroll
Money
Save
information and brochures at

’Mu

Sunday 9 OOP. tot ClO9r.

SALESPERSON

dO major tune up and minor
engine repair at student rates
Larry 145 7138

thents
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Thurs

Area,

hots w/
Roc Room.

urn and instellation w/ immeo
move in Hurry LTD. Otter! Call
for appoint tow 292 3602

AM ’s

person

unfurn

Laundry. S.C. Garage. Only I
blk trOM SJSU. Avail now from
$435 per Mo. Free Cable 1st hio

NURSE’S AIDE on weekends 012
Noon LOS Gatos Car a nec
54 50..hr 356 2716
cessary

in

YORKSHIRE ENGLAND Spr 839
Seeking travel partner. share

accurate.
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RAIL
F09
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SECRETARY
reports, resumes, theses. etc

Cambrian Park area
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12. r Battery fluid add

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Correcting

WANTED 3 Corm
Condo. 101 and WO 0 mm from
SJSU. 5750 month and 1,
utilities 1 1/3 bath stero t
micro:W.4We backyard No pets

STOCKMAN WANTED Must be
able to lift 100 pounds and Week
Flexible hews
Inc/Pendently
full time and pert lime Mr
Larry los 1261

Reports.
resumes. and
III,
Theses
Selz, tric
Reasonable rates, and can meet
deadlines Call Jan at 723 2250
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11

Change oil

Pre 1911 Ousel
Owl Iteregin
tertkoai Searebarls end Meer

0636 or 679 8913

CRIMINAL

ROOMMATE

Europe. S. America.
Australia, Asia All Fields. 0000
1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free
Info. Write 1.0C Box S2 CA.111
Corona Del Mar. CA 92420

MMS IBM Corr Selec ACC
VAR 361 4 S Monroe, 5 J 246

tidelity al the lowest prices See
SU bltn boards for specials Call
for quotes on over, 200 brands
?SS S550. ask lor Ken

HOUSING

799 7475

around.
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EXPERT Fast
theses term papers, resumes.

TYPING

95860

Personally rewarding
work Call Dorothy or Nancy at
Interns

JOBS Summer/year

ENTERPRISES has the
widest Selection of the highest

AUDIO

costs

Adjust carburetor

6

Adjust brakes

same great location for over 12 years

CUPE0TiN0

PHOTOGRAPHY 70
color prints. S hrs Photo album
negatives

5

VISA

weekend, Call 247 11714

WEDDING

Photography. Call John at 4413
7388

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE Treatment
program needs volunteers and

OVERSEAS

Don’t Buy direct from factory
With warranties
Most name
brands Brian. 186 3745 or 293
3466

ABLE SECRETARIAL SERVICE
typing big Or Small lags cassette
trans pickup and del open 7
7
evenings
week
a
day,

Secretarial Service 767 3261
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RESTAURANT is
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applications
for
bussers and skilled cooks 374 S

LOOKING FORWARD TO paying
the salesman’s commission,

TRAVEL

and

10. r Btake fluid

Spartan Mobil

quote Paul 768 7061

AUTOMOTIVE SECTION

YAW 0PcamlAn Peep Sessions
Outstanding faculty Low fee
start everYfew weeks
Call Continuing Education, San
Jose State University, (4081 377
2181 There is no substitution for

Educ Sac SC,. Lake Rel
Sub., Thesis. etc Sliding fees
Call Doug 259 9600 W R L

Douglas
Schwartz,
746 3749
Photographing Weddings
for
over 10 years

Rev

GET THE EDGE! Prepare to take
the GRE. GMAT. LSAT or NTE

1914/241 4302

TUTOR
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prices
Complete
bed
(full
size),
combo,
night
dresser desk
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and 8 00 pet
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For
10
Sat.
374
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55911

quality,

Protestant SOOpm

A two hour training course Is
mandatory to recieve California
to carry tear gas

Set timing

-Plus parts if needed

E veningsz weekends
Clara)

Permit

Blvd ,
Santa
block
east
of

Guadalupe Room S.U.

WORSHIP- at Campus
Lutheran
Center

Christian
10 45 a rn

899S

defense weapon as
used by nearly every major
police department in the nation

Creek

Stevens

BEDROOM
SUNDAY

carry

CERTIFIED to

4

ONLY $25

TYPING

tear gas self

Advisory
Call 177 3101 for

opportunities

).1

blink,
Or
on
the
anything electronic, Have it
repaired at lowest cost For free

STEPO/Tv

FOR SALE
BECOME

9.

FF

Toky0 S435 TEE 511 N
La
Cienega No 2160. A Calif 12131
054 0637

Bldg Room 115
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS have
new
committee
openings!

8. Lubrication

Check compression

BACKPACK STOVES

STEREO

needed

1259

Adjust valves

3

c DE ANZA
o CdclIct

Israel S499 London $2134 Lima 5599
SERVICES

7

2

11th and San Carlos

GRANADA
0
AntelOpe

3 quarts of oil

Tune up

St vFNS Cott

weekends with

retarded Persons
In their homes No esperience
needed. we train 656 0811 or 964

1

Hoar’ Toes. - Fri. 10-6, S.S. 9.30-5
Open eves Thom - Frs. 730 p.m.- 10

_J

Hourly
wage
COMPANIONS
afternoons,
Work
evenings.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Ulti a Light Weight
Non -welded frame
expandablemaintainable
Systems for ALL ages
Engineered for distance
Designed for comfort
Priced for people

discount to all
SJSU students and faculty
on non -sale item

10%

Open daily 10 AM- 9 PM
10AM- 6PM
Sundays

VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL!
(GOOD ALL SEMESTER)

SPECIAL OFFER

138 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95128

CA 95014

14081 253 1’113

USED GOODS

PAINTER
PANTS $12.88

Come in
and
Browse!

C.Ipertirto

Sweatshirts, pants
Book packs
Sleeping bags
Work boots

lightweight,
waterproof
Rubber Boots
Ponchos

Supplemental college reading
Paperbacks and hardbacks
’Science fiction
Records
Buying, selling and trading

EQ
21 740 Granada Avenue
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Dorms donate food
for families in need
By Greg Garry
Staff Writer
A canned food drive to help needy
families in the San Jose area highlights
upcoming programs sponsored by the
residence hall community council, according to Kathy Pool, Hoover Hall
residence adviser.

HOWIE and his BARNYARD PALS

by Basil Amaro
ImpaNE 6E1TNG
TIRED ow niE \ANN( To
THE .. FRIDGE

"I could see a real concern on the part
of students for someone else," Pool said.
"Once they’re given a chance, they seem
to pick up on it and are willing to share."
The residence hall community council,
made up of representatives from the
dormitories, plans to collect food in each
dorm and them take the canned goods to
the Dining Commons, according to Pool.

NEXT: 10.4E NYS
F158.

spartaguide
Henry Gage of Hewlett
Packard will give a computer
demonstration at the Black
Business Student Association
meeting at 5:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Almaden Room. Call
Jameer Gilmer at 578-7868 for
more information.
A resume writing workshop
will be presented by the Career
Planning and Placement Office
at 12:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
Almaden Room. Call Cheryl
Allmen at 277-2272 for more information.
A layout and copywriting
workshop featuring Dave Gauger
of Gauger, Sparks and Silva will
be held for advertising and
graphics students at 6 p.m.
tomorrow in the Art Building,
room 222. Bring materials. For
more information call Debbi
Herath at 988-1346.

Weather
Tomorrow’s weather will
be hazy with high clouds.
Highs will be in the low 70s.
Lows will be in the low 50s.
This forecast is provided by
the SJSU Meteorology
Department.

History Professor Joan Todd
will discuss the book "Masters:
Portraits of Great Teachers" at
12:30 p.m. tomorrow at the
Unversity Club, Eighth and San
Salvador streets. The discussion
is part of the University
Booktalks series. Call Jack
Douglas at 277-3904 for more
information.
Aaron Singer of the Hebrew
University of Jerusalum will
speak on "Jerusalum, Human
Portrait of an Eternal City."
Hillel
and
International
Programs will present the slide
show and talk at 2:30 p.m. today
in the Journalism Building, room
135. Call Lisa at 995-6550 or 2772185 for more information.

Admission is $1. It will be
repeated at 8 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Admission
$1.75 for the night show. Call 2772807 for more information.
Uranium series dating will be
discussed by Dr. James Bischoff
of the U.S. Geological Survey.
The Physics and Anthropology
departments are sponsoring the
joint seminar at 1:30 p.m. today
in the Old Science Building, room
253. Contact Patrick Hamill at
277-2949 for more information.
"Raging Bull," an Academy
Award winner will be screened at
7 and 10 tomorrow night in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. Admission is
$1.75. Call 277-2807.

The University Committee in
Solidarity with El Salvador will
show a film, "El Salvador:
Another Vietnam?" at 7 tonight
in Dudley Moorhead Hall, room
227. Contact Regina Falkner at
415) 656-3101 for information.

Volume
"The Guardian
One of the Kalmooz Trilogy" will
be presented in three parts by
KSJS ( FM 91i. Act one,
"Mistrust and Fear" will air at
8:05 tomorrow.

The Indian Club will meet at
1 p.m. today in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. Call 238-5882
for information.

Chet Davis of the Career
Planning and Placement Office
will talk about resumes, job interviews and getting a job on
KSJS at 2:30 p.m. today. Call 2772776 to ask questions on the air.

"Moscow Does Not Believe in
Tears" will screen at 1:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Ballroom.

The

proposed

recreation

center will be the topic discussed
in the Student Union Forum at
12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Upper Pad. AS. President Tony
Robinson is this week’s guest.
KSJS will broadcast the forum at
2:30p.m.

Correction
It was reported in Monday’s
Spartan Daily that information
regarding night parking permits can be
obtained from Auxiliary Enterprises. It
no longer handles parking problems.
That information is available by calling
Traffic Management at 277-3843.

IATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

8

Rick Browne, who freelances
for Time, People, Newsweek and
Sporting News, will present a
slide show of his work and discuss
the advantages and pitfalls of
freelancing at 7:30 tonight in the
Journalism Building, room 224,
at a meeting of the National
Photographers
Press
Association.

TOMORROW
Wednesday, Nov. 11

Is

7 & 1 0 p.m . , Morris Dailey, S1.75
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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Other Classy Bargins For Women .

Assorted Plaids

SHIRTS
Assorted Plaids
Size 444

Reg. $38 MC() $2150

Reg $38 MC( i $25

CALVIN
KLEIN

ARTV1RVED
Monday -Tuesday -Wednesday

1(’1;

NOV. 9-1011
10aan. 6:00Poin
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
I

$-18

with
Top Name College,.

on the front.
Reg. $16

CALVIN KLEIN
SHIRTS

\ic() $25

JEANS

Reg’ $32 MCO $1750

Reg.

$45

MC()

$1998

1111C0

Manufacturer’s
Clothing Outlet
675 E. BROKAW ROAD, SAN JOSE
CORNER ROUTE

1081 \HI-lined( las, Kings

,
sl, /

e:. .-. .. ...-_.. .e..../..,.,.., t

17

MA

279-3855

Mr... nerl

,

AND EAST BROKAW ROAD
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MCO 999

SASSON

Assorted Plaids
Size 4-12

JEANS

CLASS RINGS INC
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PULL-OVER
SWEATSHIRTS

HALSTON

Soft-Flannel
Long Sleeve Shirts

regigrol \lastrri liarg, t a 1,.1.1.,

The roommate game, modeled after
the newlywed game, will be held in the
Dining Commons," she said. Seven
couples will compete in the finals for a $50
first prize, she added.

"We hope to get a competitive spirit
between the dorms going," she said.
The canned goods, being collected in
boxes in each dorm office, will be donated
Nov. 18, she said. The dorm offices are
open seven hours a day, she added.

JOHN HENRY

I h’IK P.,

Pool said the midnight skate, which
costs $2 with a dormitory activity card and
$2.50 without, is "a real cheap way to go
out and party after a big game."

from
Representatives
Stanford, Holy Name, SJSU, the
and
College
UC campuses, Mills
more will staff information tables
about their programs from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Ballroom. Call Cheryl
Allmen at 277-2272 for more information.

Save $35 or more on SILADIUM
College Rings
Save $35 on all 14kt gold rings

’

Other activities planned by the council
are a midnigh. skate, which will be held
after the SJSU-University of the Pacific
football game and a roommate game
scheduled for Friday, she said.

How, what to do and when to
get into graduate school will be
discussed by representatives
from Admissions, Testing and
Financial Aids at 10 a.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Ballroom.
Call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for
more information.

The price
of style
has just come
*down.f
Yes, 1 clays only you
s,1% r, di)
orldilinital 15 fill
1411 gold rings
Choose front ht, beautiful \
attor(l,(1)1(. Art ( arvittl 141.1 tt1)1(1 Hogs tot
int,n ’Ind women
Ilk, lost mi.!
,i Ilk, 1.trild ring

The food, which will be collected at
each residence hall, will be donated to the
Those In Need program administered
through St. Patrick’s Church.
The response from students in the
dorms has been very good, she said.

When people are shopping for food
over at Lucky, we’re hoping they’ll stop
and think of the food drive," Pool said.
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civic SERVICE CAREER OPPORTUNITY

OPPORTUNITY FOR GRADUATE EDUCAtiON
AT NEARBY UNIVERSITIES AND COL LE GEs
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GENEROUS CIVIL SERYKE BENEFiTS
FLExTRI( DELMNYttl. SOLITMFIN
CALIFORNIA COASTAL CLMATE

i

Or *moor Lab Mr more ,nformation
’-’sonner Deoanmen, Code 061

NAVAL SHIP WEAPON SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING STATION

DONNA

Career Climbers has seminars designed to develop
and maximize the results of your job search.

* WORK VACATIONS AND
BREAKS
* EARN HOLIDAY DOLLARS
* FLEXIBLE WORK HOURS
* BENEFITS
* NEVER A FEE
If you have any word
processing experience
let us find that perfect
Job for you.

We’re Word Processing
Specialists!
Call Today, ask for Kathleen.
1408) 985-6600
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Needs Help to Fight 0 -Gravity Sickness!
40 Students, 18-35, Male & Female
Needed for study in support
of the Space Shuttle Mission.
Students’ participation will be for approx.
5 days 2-3 hrs. daily.
64.50 per hr. plus mileage from school.

Interested students call: Lynne Dunham
(415) 964-0702 or 965-5118.
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Valley Fair
Macy’s Clearance Center
Oakridge
Are now seeking applicants
for temporary part-time x-mas
positions for both day and
evening in sales, stock. and
gift wrap.

SERVICE

1333 Lawrence Expressway
Suite 140
(Near El Camino Real)
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Good starting wage and
an in store discount.
Please apply at
Macy ’s Valley Fair
Or

()air ridge
Personnel Office
Monday Friday 11:00-1:00
MaCy..ti
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America Is Challenging
Our Know-How
....t11

Attrkblyle Irf suit

So we’re challenging the finest
professionals in the business.

air lifestyle Work as
,any hours or clays as
.riu want at the kind of
.vork you prefer Choose
Its near your college or
r nine. Please call or
rime into our office
niclay and see how
r-vvarding Ste as a
rlfpriblry I all liel

Western
TEMPORARY SERVICES

Towers. Suite 205
1901 So Bascom Ave
14081371.7171
CA 95008

Pr uneyar d
Campbell

01meme.
’SENIOR NURSING STUDENTS
Start your nursing career with our
five month Internship program.
Choose your hospital location
Find out about our continuing
education programs.

With Varian,
You Have A Choice
Varian Associates oa a broadly diversified high technology company that offers
YOU a choice of career paths Graduates in EE, ME or Physics can choose our Palo
Alto Microwave Tube Division, the world’s leading producer of microwave tubes
Varian’s oldest and largest division. Microwave tube offers you a range of
opportunities to get invnlVed in reSeorc h. development, design manufacture and
support or PKts lystrons. and Gytotons Prefer 0 smaller organization/ Choose our
limas DvIsion in Son Canal where wee working on the state of the art in high
Power electron and x-ray tubes advanced high -intensity illuminator Systems and
ceramic -to-metal products

On-Campus Interviews
Tuesday, November 17

Richard Boesch
Nurse Recruiter
333 Hegenberger Rd. #803
Oakland, CA 94621
(415) 273-7435
A PART OF THE FUTURE
BECO..
BE AN AIR FORCE NURSE
/4\
41111111111
2gt(22 ;t1r-^,
6 Men,

wvTy

of Me

Computer Engineer
Requires a BA in math. computer
science or equivalent. You should
be
knowledgeable in computer
application coding for scientific/
engineering applications.
Please
refer to opportunity number 00640

Test & Data
Acquisition Engineer

Call now- there is a deadline
Contact:

rJill
marine
vessel
propulsion
Systems of the early 1900s to
precision missile launching Systems
of the ’130s, Westinghouse Marine
Division, located in Sunnyvale, has
developed a solid reputation tor
engineering excellence in America’s
most significant defense projects.
Join us in breaking new ground
in the MX Missile Program. .
or
exploring new developments in
Advanced Concepts Engineering.
or improving Marine Propulsion
Equipment. . or advancing Missile
Launching and Handling Technology. Whichever you choose, you’ll
be making a personal contribution
to America’s defense system of
Consider the following
tomorrow
opportunities

A you lellpw ypur career poth M Varian, your choices will be aided by your
OSSOciotion with some of Out industries leading scientists and engineers And by
the OyOilObility of graduate programs and counseling at some of the nations
leading schools like our neighbor, Stanford University Make On appointment
torlay with your Career Planning and Placement Center Or write to Employment,
Varian Associates, 611DN Hanson Way, Palo Alto, California 94303. We are on
equal opportunity employer

We’re Varian Associates1/

Requires a BS/MS in engineering,
math, computer science or physical
science, Desired skill areas include
computer applications and coding,
machine and structure design, and
stress analysis.
Please refer to
opportunity number 006-41.

Non-metallic
Materials Engineer
Requires a BS in chemistry or
material science. Desirable areas of
expertise include’ test, instrumen.
teflon and measurement; adhesives,
polymers, elastomers, coatings, sealants, foams, fabrics, composites,
lubricants, and ceramics; machine
and structure design; material corn
patibility; and fabrication methods.
Please refer to opportunity number
00644.

Design Engineers
Requires a BS/MS in mechanical
engineering.
Desirable skills areas
include instrumentation, measure.
ment and test; machine and struc.
ture design, dynamics, vibration
and shock, fabrication methods:
and mechanical systems analysis.
Please refer to opportunity number
003.06

Accountants/
Business Planners
Requires
a
BS in accounting,
finance, economics or similar discipline Desirable skill areas include
general accounting (accounts pay
able and receivable, payroll) and
government cost accounting (cost/
schedule variance analysis, financial
reporting).

Stress Engineers
Requires a BS/MS in ME Istructures)
Desired skill areas Include
computer application and coding,
machine and structure design, and
stress analysis.
Please refer to
opportunity number 006 42

The choice is yours
\soap

With your
know-how and our
resources, we’ll meet one of America’s toughest challenges together.
Call or send your resume to
Luis Bravo, Westinghouse Marine
Division, Professional Employment,
Dept 1110, Hendy Avenue, Sunnyvale. CA
94088, or call 14081
735-2847
All equal opportunity
employer
US Citizenship Required.

i
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Westinghouse
Marine Division
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EMPLOYMENT-RECRUITMENT SECTION STAFF
SECTION MANAGER: Brad Decker
SPECIAL PROJECTS MANAGER: Loraine McCormick
NATIONAL AD MANAGER: Brenda Bennett
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT: Jerald Choy
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES: Jerald Choy, Janet Conley,
Brad Decker, Gwen Essegian, Jane Huie, Richard Jennings, Janice Leung,
Alice Phillips, Rodney Whitaker
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We Can Help Each Other!

Send in 500 words on
"What is the future of Robotics’
and resume to:

478W. HAMILTON AVE. #177
CAMPBELL, CA 95008

nit from %AU Avaol now
5035 per Mo Free Cable 1st Mc
serif andInstallation w mmcl
move in Hurt lo TO Otte, C..

<hairier. 875,00 end up Chests
WOM $19 50 Lamps from 8910

to a top position
for our client
companies in
the Silicon Valley

EOE

Let us start you on your job path
Earn extra income for the holidays and all year long

runinv,,

OTIMESAVERS
TEINPOR400

No,00NNE,

roof

WE NEED:
Secretaries
Receptionists
Clerk -Typists 145 WPM)
Accounts Payable
SJSU Students
and Receivable
Bookkeepers
Become Achievers!
Data Processing
Word Processors

2092 Lincoln Ave San Jose 14081 267 2011
Sunnyvale 14081 734 9940 Santa Clara 14

11,1114 ¶1020(0.Allot 14 15o

948 9400

TEMPORARY
OFFICE - INDUSTRIAL -TECHNICAL

There is
if you complete Air Force Of’
ficer Training School When you graduate
from our three-month course, you’ll be entitled to wear the gold bars of a second lieutenant You’ll also enjoy the prestige and all the
benefits of an Air Force officer You II work
with professional people in challenging and
rewarding career areas You’ll gain valuable
Air Force experience Our
experience
equipment is among the best there is And our
employment package is unbeatable. You II
find the gold in your future by contacting your
nearest Air Force recruiter.
TSgt Rudy Roesel , 381-4377
1930 Camden Ave. S .J.

IMMEDIATE INTERVIEW

PERSONNEL

730-1325
cACHIEVE

QUALIFIED PERSONNEL AVAILABLE
BY THE DAY - WEEK- MONTH - YEAR
OUR PERSONNEL ARE
SCREENED - TESTED
& INSURED P.1. & P.D.

TEMPORARY SERVICES
A peat way of lily

FEE PAID BY EMPLOYER

EMPLOYMENT
RESOURCES
INC.

Personnel Pool_
TEMPORARY HELP
GENERAL OFFICE & LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
WE SCREEN TEST FOR YOU
ON CALL 24 HOURS A DAY- 7 DAYS A WEEK

ASK ABOUT OUR GUARANTEED WORK

866-7090
1610 LA PRADERA DR. SUITE 20
CAMPBELL

PERMARIENT SKILLS FOR TEMPORARY NEEDS

E.SANTA

CLARA

Call, come in and register today for a Christmas New Year’s job. Clerical and industrial jobs available.

PALO ALTO 1

Work When and Where You Like!

415

1246-20001

858-2300

3575 STEVENS CREEK BLVD
MATEO
Is

450 SAN ANTONIO RD

r_SAN

3 49-4550
2121 S EL CAMiN0 RL

E.O.E.

pureeff temporaries
Spend Your Vacation With Us!

HAYWARD

Los Altos (415) 941-9330

San Jose (408) 286-5850

415

889-1114
22634 2ND sr

APPLICANTS

NO FEE

Quality SJSU Students Apply Today!
We need the right people...right now!

SJSU GRADUATE STUDY DAY
Getting into Graduate School!
Representatives from Testing, Admissions,
and Financial Aids will answer your questions.
10 am-11am

14.

11 NOVEMBER 81 Guadalupe Room SU
WEDNESDAY
11 A.M 3 P.M
SU BALLROOM
INFORMATIONAL TABLES
SJSU, UC, and many more

ova.

1

Holiday JOBS!
APPLY NOW
/ite
and work during
Deter

ENGINEERING GRADUATES

be WThit the HOLIDAYS’
Gene, nl

Othre

For employment in Southern California

Typists

Clerks
Word Processors
P C Boards
General labor
Trainees
Accounting

THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD has civilian employment opportunities for:
Naval Architects
Industrial Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical/Electronic Engineers
Civr1 Engineers
Around the world students are putting
themselves through school and making
extra money. At Manpower, you can
work as much or as little as you want
and be well paid for your skills.
CALL OR VISIT US TODAY

Top pay/no fee/benefits
Flerible hours/Paid iret.klv

GO

WITH GREYHOUND

pGREYHOUND TEMPORARY PERSONNE
3333 ROwillf Sirs
Santo Clara

7274301

III C. Iii,
Are
Pain Mtn

322-2770

MANPOWER
Oakridge Mall (open evenings & weekends)
3358 Stevens Creek Blvd., S.J. 241 -4900
146 E. Iowa Ave., Sunnyvale
749 1800
4333 El Camino Real, Palo Alto 941 4181
480 S. Ellsworth, San Mateo
342-2700
No. 9 Rancho Del Mar, Aptos
688 1938
101 S Main Street, Salinas
424 0405

THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
is looking for graduating engineers who
Can accept responsibility for multi.miiiion
dollar protects
Are creative in engineering analysis to
improve cost efficiency
Can adapt to multi -engineering problems
with state of the art requirements
Are sell -motivating

THE LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD
civilian employment otters
Challenging career opportunities
a Constantly changing lob assignments
World travel
Liberal vacation time
High -paying retirement
Merit promotion opportunities

Sign up now at your placement office. We will be interviewing:
For further
information
write or call:

November 19.

Candice Nutwell
Professional Employment Coordinator

LONG BEACH NAVAL SHIPYARD

Long Beach CA 90822
Code 170 1
Call dolled 1213) 547 8275 or 547-8276

U S Ckzenship klectutted
An Equal Opportune. Employe! 5.’

ANDERSEN
/ANDERSEN
We are pleased to announce the following graduates
San lose State University have recently become
associated with our firm:

ii

Denise D. Gibson, MBA
Audit Division, San Jose Office
Toni R. Gouveia, BS
Audit Division, San lose Office
lames E. Kitchen, BS
Audit Division, San Jose Office
Thomas J. Murphy, BS
Management Ireton-nation Consulting
Division, San Francisco Office

THE FUTURE
LOOKS BRIGHT...

0

_

99 Almaden Boulevard, San lose, CA 95113
(.108) 998-2112

MEDICAL/BIOMEDICAL
SPECIALISTS

NkOU R
4vskolyTEREY

Relocation Required
These positions require a
Hachelors Degree and registration,certificatIon in your
Hiomedical Specialty.
,penings for:

tysiit

A
4q5
4taial

SIIIS)Sv

INTERNATIONAL
CAREERS
GRADUATE DEGREES AND PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION
FOR GOVERNMENT FOREIGN SERVICE INTERNATIONAL
TRANSLATION INTERBUSINESS UNITED NATIONS
PRETATION
A SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT THIS CAMPUS
MAKE ARON Nov . 1 1,1981 FROM I I ani - Spin
RANGEMENTs THROUGH YOUR
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT OFFICE

Immediate openings for you if you ate
.yperienced in office skills, if you are between
jobs, returning to the working world, retired.
but still active...or need extra money!
We also need workers for light industries
(plant, factory, warehouse).

1

MALE

01110

emporaries

FOR INFORMATION ON ABOVE PROGRAMS AND INTENSIVE
LANGUAGE SUMMER SESSIONS, WRITE TO DEAN OF ADMISSIONS. POST OFFICE BOX 1978, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 93940

HOME OF THE 17(Jin

and

Physiologists
Microbiologists
Hiochemists
its cal Psychologiets1PhD1
Clinical Social WorkersIMSW;
Health Physicist
Radiobiologiets
Medical Entomologista1MS or e,
occupational Therapists
Health Care Administrators
Pharmacist
Phyitical Therapists
Engineers

I

Persons completing their
in 1992 will he considered.
We offer a competitive Ca Ion,
excellent benefits and prom,.
from within. Interested ape!:
cants should forward their
tot
USAF’ MEDICAL RECRUITING OFF!.
113 Negenberger Rd, Suit. BC’
,akland, CA 94621
f.1191273-7413

FEMALE

.alL94.6.4

4300 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 224
San Jose, CA 95129

(408) 248-9500
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BE THERE WITH AMPEX
Information processing
and storage is one of the
most rapidly developing
technologies today No
wonderits applications
reach into many fields
Ampex is there, on the
leading edge developing
the technology in all of
those areas From PCM
digital video computer
editors and time base
correctors, to advanced
scientific recording and
measuring devices with
high (1 Gbit (sec) data
rates and packing density
(10’ bits sq in) systems
Were developing laser
optical recording systems.
Fourier optical systems
and digital signal places.

sing systems to advance
the state-of-the-art in
video And our Memory
Product Division is
designing plug compatible disc drives, tape
drives and mass storage
systems for the computers of the eighties
That’s why you should
consider starting your
career with Ampex You
will be trained with the
latest equipment. so
you’ll always be out in
front, rather than trying to
catch up And you’ii

acquire a commitment to
professional excellence
and service that is the
hallmark of Ampex Qualities which o’ill stay with

you throughout your
career
Ampex headquarters is
located on the San
Francisco Peninsula, in
the heart of of the most
exciting metropolitan area
in the nation We also
have career opportunities
at manufacturing sites in

Southern California
Colorado and Alabama,
as well as sales offices in
every major city across
the country So you II
enjoy the highest quality
of life when you work
with Ampex
Ampex offers excellent
starting salaries, a comprehensive benefits
package profit sharing

and something few can
offerthe opportunity to
work on the leading edge
of information processing
and storage technology

So. if you’re graduating with a degree in
Electrical Engineering.
Mechanical Engineering
or Computer Science
Electrical Engineering.
consider a career with
Ampex And be there
with us. on the forefront
of technology Contact J
Puckett. MS 2-21, 401
Broadway, Redwood City,
CA 94063
We are an equal
opportunity employer
mit/h/v.

Ampex will be recruiting on campus November 17 for Co-op.
contact the placement office for information and interviewing scheduling.

AMPEX

